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About This Game

This is the Free-2-Play version of Dwarfs!? You can download the game and play the core game in Arcade mode, plus all the
Tutorials and the Challenge modes completely free, forever. No charges, no subscriptions - just free. If you like those modes

and want more, you can either pick the modes that you feel like playing and buy those individually - or just buy the whole pack
to unlock everything.

Dwarfs!? offers an addictive, fast paced arcade-like experience, with plenty of difficulty levels and game modes to play, in the
tradition of great games such as “Lemmings” and “Dwarf Fortress”. As the new overseer for your underground Dwarf base, your
job is to manage the small colony and make it as rich as possible, before they meet their inevitable doom! To survive as long as
possible, you’ll have to steer and guide your greedy little fellows to the richest points in the caves, while avoiding all the dangers
– so they don’t end up destroying your Town Hall and its essential supply of beer. They explore for you, they mine for you and
they fight for you - but if you don't keep an eye on them, they'll do what they do best: die for you and take everyone else with
them. But, if all else fails when the Spider Queen comes for you – use the Outpost’s Dwarf Cannon and shoot Dwarfs at her!

There are only 3 certainties in this world: death, taxes and that Dwarfs always dig too deep!

Key features:

Fun for all ages and skill levels of gamers, with randomly-generated caves so the game is different every time.

Madly Addictive Arcade Mode: 4 difficulty levels ranging from casual to crazy hard-core, time limits from 5 minutes to
endless, randomly-generated caves and all the gold and monsters you can handle!
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Base Defense Mode: Tower Defense gameplay, except you don’t have a tower. And your Dwarfs dig the routes. Then
you defend against waves of monsters!

Rush Mode: Can you handle Dwarfs spawning at insane rates and digging everywhere?

Dark Mode: This time, the only light is in the tunnels your Dwarfs dig. Spooky!

Campaign Challenges: Tutorials where you can learn all about being a Dwarf Overseer in a few minutes and Challenges
where you can put those Overseer abilities to the ultimate test.

Leaderboards: Compare the size of your beard (and your scores) with your friends and the rest of the world.

Sandbox Mode: Create your own caves!

Codex: Alongside the integrated help system is the Codex – the fount of all Dwarf knowledge! Contains everything you
need to know, including video tutorials for the budding Overseer.

Medals and Achievements: Lots and lots of shiny stuff to collect and show off to your friends!

Fully Integrated with Steamworks™

And Zombies. Not to mention goblins, skeletons, spiders, dark elves and more.
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Title: Dwarfs - F2P
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Power of 2
Publisher:
Tripwire Interactive
Release Date: 18 Oct, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP SP2, Vista, or Windows 7

Processor:1.7+ GHz or better

Memory:1 GB RAM

Graphics:DirectX®9-compatible

DirectX®:9.0

Hard Drive:250 MB HD space

English
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I Love the game.. I played this game while looking for a challenging mining game. It had some of the gameplay mechanics that I
was looking for but the time limit and goal of getting a high score decreased my enjoyment. I've played through the tutorial and
a 60 min "easy" game. I won't claim that I've beaten the game at the highest difficulty, but at the same time I don't really want to
play it any more.

The game was in fact free, but there are a few featured disabled until you pay a couple bucks.. AHHHH factorio per i poveri si.
huh u huhu mmyu. It's Dwarfs, but free to play! Basically, the same game but only with the fun modes for free.
If you look for a challenge, then maybe the difficulty pack could be a great idea to buy.. The Action, The Comedy, The
Yogscast (wait, what). It's all so beutiful! It's a RPG, It's a Campaign, It's, perfect.
So grab yer Pickaxe and Beer, (inhale) DWARRRRRRRRRRRFFFFFSSS!!!!!. Would I get yelled at by Mike Meyers again!
Absolutely! Scotish guys with boobs! 10\/10. Can't really recommend this. I know lots of people like these style of games. I
don't really see the appeal.

The game is entirely reactionary. Something happens; you react. Just not my cup of joe.
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